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 Industry Attendees Benefit from Efficiency-Focused Program at  

2015 DUG Bakken and Niobrara Conference 
 

Houston, Texas (April 2, 2015) – Themed “Profit through Efficiency: Reducing Cost and Adding 

Takeaway,” Hart Energy’s 6th annual DUG Bakken and Niobrara conference (@HartEnergyConf 

#DUGBN) delivered two days of candid discussions on how producers are operating throughout the 

region. Held March 31- April 2 at the Colorado Convention Center in Denver, the event offered an 

agenda tailored to optimized completion strategies, streamlined logistics, and new fracturing spacing 

methods. 

James Volker, Chairman and CEO of Denver-based Whiting Petroleum, delivered the conference’s 

opening keynote address. He cited an oil-focused strategy for his company’s consistently strong margins 

in the Bakken, Niobrara and Three Forks plays. Oasis Petroleum President and COO Taylor Reid told 

attendees about its 35-50 percent production uplift. He credits slick-water fracturing and high-volume 

proppant for completion optimization. 

 

Other notable speakers also addressed the audience of almost 1,800 attendees about the silver linings 

of a down market. Hess Corporation, President and COO Greg Hill said lean manufacturing methods 

reduce costs, increase efficiency and improve well productivity.  

 

“The successful event offered dozens of world-class industry presentations and countless 

networking opportunities for industry executives, project managers and engineers,” said Barry 

Haest, Vice President of Events. “Hart Energy conferences remain the best venues for information 

sharing and collaboration.” 

 

Prospective attendees can mark calendars for next year’s DUG Bakken and Niobrara conference 

set for March 9-11, 2016 in Denver, CO. Every DUG event delivers a highly effective mix of data, 

insight and forecasts about financing, exploration, drilling and production, presented by esteemed 

industry leaders. The next conference in Hart Energy’s popular DUG series will be the 9th annual 

DUG Permian Basin conference (@HartEnergyConf  #DUGPermian) on May 19-21 at the Fort 

Worth Convention Center in Fort Worth, TX. 

 

About Hart Energy 

For more than 40 years, Hart Energy editors and experts have delivered market-leading insights to 

investors and energy industry professionals. The Houston-based company produces award-winning 

magazines (such as Oil and Gas Investor, E&P and Midstream Business); online news and data 

services; in-depth industry conferences (like the DUG™ series); GIS data sets and mapping solutions; 

and a range of research and consulting services.  For information, visit hartenergy.com. 
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